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Soltis

You’re 100% cool in the shade,
so make it last!

Elite

Elite

Elite

“ inside ”

Soltis

Width

Technical properties
120 cm — 47.2 in.

Standards

Weight

390 g/m² — 11.5 oz/sqyd

EN ISO 2286-2

Thickness

0.45 mm — 450 microns

EN ISO 5084

Standard format length

Length of rolls
50 lm — 54.68 yds

Tensile strength

Physical properties
130 / 130 daN / 5 cm

EN ISO 1421

Tear strength

15 / 15 daN

EN 1875-3

Étanchéité

>4000 mm — >157.5 in.

Schmerber ISO 811

Rating

Flame retardancy
Classe 1

EN 13773

Peace of mind that stands the
test of time

Thanks to our X-Tension technology, Soltis
Elite shades offer superior resistance to
stretching and tears.
The optimized tension of the fabric allows us
to combine aesthetic quality with maximum
practicality. Soltis Elite shades are easy to
maneuver and roll up, and our X-Tension
technology prevents creases and friction that
could damage other components of the shade

Management systems
Quality

ISO 9001

(frame, drawbar, motor).
Certifications
Robust and elegant, Soltis Elite shades are
designed with your special moments in mind:

With S+ Serge Ferrari goes further than the standards...
(consult us for further information)

Use and maintenance: 100 % comfort

reading, relaxing, meals with friends and family…

Shared moments

Unique technology

Reading

Relaxation

100 % waterproof

— Document and photo libraries: www.sergeferrari.com

The technical data above are average values with a +/- 5% tolerance, variance of +/- 10% for weight given.
The buyer of our products is fully responsible for their application or their transformation concerning any possible third party. The buyer of our
products is responsible for their implementation and installation in compliance with standards, codes of practice and safety regulations in force in
destination countries. For information on our contractual warranty, please refer to the relevant terms and conditions.
The values quoted above represent results of tests performed in compliance with common design practices and are provided for information only
to enable customers to make the best use of our products. Our products are subject to changes prompted by technological developments. We
reserve the right to modify their characteristics at any time. The buyer of our products is responsible for checking the validity of the above data.

Inspired by weaving techniques proven in the aeronautical
sector, Serge Ferrari developed the innovative X-Tension
technology.
In addition to traditional warp and weft yarns, Soltis Elite contains
diagonal, cross-cutting yarns. X-Tension ensures a better distribution
of mechanical strain, protecting the shade’s structural and aesthetic
properties.
This multi-axial solution improves the rigidity and tension of the
fabric, making it more robust and durable.

Soltis is a Serge Ferrari registered trademark.
ref. CT-00174 FEVRIER 2019/ V1.01 • 3,50 euros

Patio

Tools and services

EN

Enjoy your patio in peace!

Total protection as soon as your shade is installed and throughout its entire life cycle.

100 % protection
against glare and UV rays (total UV protection: SPF 50+) for all colors.

100 % anti-fade
Soltis Elite fabrics are fade-resistant.

100 % practical
You can roll up your shade even when wet without any risk of damaging the fabric, thanks to
its unique composition and special anti-mold treatment.
100 % simple

Cover photo: Private residence, France, ©SergeFerrari
Inside photos: Various pictures, ©Serge Ferrari

Dust and stains cannot stick to the fabric. Simply wipe clean and your shade will be as good as new.

Cross-cutting
yarns

Proven quality
Longevity, locked-in color, protection, ease of
maintenance… the superior quality of Serge
Ferrari products is widely appreciated by
architects, designers and decorators. All over
the world, for over 40 years, our products have
adorned architectural creations subjected to all

Warp

sorts of extreme weather conditions.

Weft

Technology

Serge Ferrari SAS
+ 33 (0)4 74 97 41 33
sergeferrari.com

Collège Saint Légier - Switzerland

Garden by the bay - Singapore
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Soltis

Elite

10 colors available now:

Create the perfect atmosphere
Sandy beige, anthracite, taupe... the Soltis Elite range offers an array of subtle tones designed to harmonize with your home and
furniture. What’s more, you can be sure that those colors - even the darker hues - will lose none of their sparkle. As a little added
touch, the textile pattern on the interior surface helps to create an intimate, cosy atmosphere. This motif neatly combines the
modernity and technology of Soltis Elite with the historic tradition of quality textiles.

Anthracite

White

F5390-8102

Shea

F5390-50843

Off white

F5390-1103

Vanilla

F5390-8861

Sandy beige

F5390-2135

Taupe

F5390-50850

Natural
spirit

F5390-2047

Timeless
elegance

Endless
blue
Cloud

F5390-50272

Boulder

F5390-2171

Platinum

F5390-50844

The designer’s view
Nowadays, outdoor spaces are treated as an extension of interior design. It’s
that spirit of harmony that informed
the creation of the Soltis Elite range of products.
The broad palette of tones has been carefully developed to complement
your light sources, building materials and furniture…
The range spans a broad array of tones and moods, giving you the
ingredients you need to dream up your own perfect space.

11 more colors coming soon:

Anthracite

Black
F5390-8450

Bronze
F5390-2043

Jungle
F5390-50849

Acapulco
F5390-50847

Atlantis
F5390-50851

Red
F5390-8255

Caramel
F5390-50261

Aureolin
F5390-50845

Citrus
F5390-50846

Lime
F5390-50848

F5390-2047

Midnight Blue
F5390-2161

Land
of the sun
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